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For instance, we can split each mesh triangle into three quadrilaterals by adding a node at the
triangle barycenter and a middle node on each edge. Similarly, each mesh tetrahedron can be
split into four hexahedra, see [3]. However, meshes obtained with this procedure do not provide
enough element quality to use them in a numerical simulation. Therefore the question arises: can
we modify a mesh obtained with this procedure in order to obtain a high quality hexahedral mesh?

Inspired by the above question, we consider the dual of a quadrilateral or hexahedral mesh
obtained by splitting a coarse initial triangulation. Can we use this initial dual in order to obtain
another dual arrangement that leads to an ultra-coarse quadrilateral or hexahedral mesh? To this
end, we propose to select part of the entities of the initial dual to obtain a discretized version of the
final dual. We select these entities to describe dual surfaces. Therefore, this selection is equivalent
to insert layers of hexahedra to the primal. Then we can dualize this discretized dual to obtain
a topological decomposition of the domain in blocks (ultra-coarse quadrilaterals or hexahedra).
Several authors have proposed hexahedral meshing algorithms based on the dual. The whisker
weaving algorithm proposed by Tautges builds the topology, not the geometry, of the dual of
a hexahedral mesh using an advancing front method [4]. Mueller-Hannemann [5] proposed a
purely topological method to decompose a prescribed quadrilateral surface mesh into hexahedra.
The decomposition is guided by the topology of the closed dual curves of the surface mesh. Calvo
et al. [6] presented a decomposition approach where closed dual curves are used to recursively
divide the topology of the dual of the surface mesh into two topological balls. These algorithms
use the combinatorial information contained in the topology of the dual but do not construct its
geometric representation.

All the above dual approaches to hexahedral mesh generation start from a prescribed surface
quadrilateral mesh that over-constrains the problem. Hence, these methods usually require modifi-
cation of the prescribed boundary mesh. In order to relax hexahedral meshing problem and avoid
these modifications Staten et al. recently presented the unconstrained plastering approach [7, 8].
This primal approach consists of generating hexahedral elements in an advancing front manner
without the constraint (unconstrained) of respecting a bounding quadrilateral mesh. Note that, the
unconstrained paradigm is implicitly used by the decomposition methods based on the medial axis
[9–12]. These methods use the medial axis, the locus of the points which are roughly along the
middle of a domain, as a reference to decompose the domain in a coarse hexahedral mesh.

Unconstrained dual surface insertion algorithms, where both the topology and the geometry
of the dual are determined, have only been sketched in the literature. In particular, Murdoch
et al. briefly introduce the twist plane insertion algorithm [13], and Calvo speculates about the
free stroking‡ method [14]. However these authors did not implement it because a methodology to
represent, intersect, and insert continuous dual surfaces is not available. On the contrary, here we
propose to obtain a discretized representation of a block mesh dual by insertion of discretized dual
surfaces. The components of the discretized dual are selected from the initial dual configuration.

The main contribution of this work is to propose a new tool that allows representing, intersecting,
and inserting discretized dual surfaces based on the local dual contributions concept. Moreover,
this tool is used to implement an automatic decomposition tool that deals with blocky geometries.
The block-meshing procedure is based on the proposed unconstrained dual approach for obtaining
topological decompositions in block elements. Specifically, we use a tetrahedral mesh where we

‡Named ‘libre trazado’ in the original work in Spanish.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Dual curves for a Tri-to-Quad mesh: (a) reference mesh; (b) Tri-to-Quad mesh; (c) connecting
opposite edges; and (d) dual curves.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3. Two topologically equivalent representations of dual curves. Curved representation: (a) curved
dual curves; (b) curved dual over the reference mesh; and (c) three curved contributions per triangle.
Straight representation with poly-lines: (d) poly-line dual curves; (e) poly-line dual curves over the

reference mesh; and (f) three segment contributions per triangle.

edges, see Figure 2(c). These dual edges define a set of dual curves that are in correspondence
with rows of quadrilateral elements and define the initial dual configuration, see Figure 2(d).

Consider the initial dual configuration composed of curved dual entities, see Figure 3(a), and
add to the foreground the reference mesh triangles, see Figure 3(b). With this representation we
conclude that each reference mesh triangle contributes to the dual with three pieces of dual curves,
one for each edge, see Figure 3(c). As the dual is a topological representation of the adjacency
relations between primal quadrilaterals, we can consider the following representation. Given a
reference mesh triangle, we substitute each curved piece of dual curve by a straight segment that
will represent a piece of dual curve, see Figure 3(f). Carrying out this substitution on all reference
mesh triangles we obtain a dual configuration composed of the straight contributions to the dual of
each triangle, see Figure 3(e). Specifically, we obtain a dual configuration composed of poly-line
dual curves, see Figure 3(d), that is topologically equivalent to the initial dual representation, see
Figure 3(a), and therefore leads to the same quadrilateral mesh.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4. Selecting candidates from the dual of a Tri–Quad mesh: (a) candidate segments; (b) hard
contributions that are in front of the boundary and do not intersect the reference mesh; (c) all hard

contributions; (d) hard and soft contributions; (e) final dual curves; and (f) final primal mesh.

We have represented with poly-lines the dual curves of the Tri-to-Quad mesh. Now we consider
each straight segment of this representation as a potential contributor to the final dual, see
Figure 4(a). That is, we want to select several of these candidate segments to obtain a final dual
configuration. This configuration has to be topologically equivalent to the desired one, represented
in Figure 1(d). As a first approach we can select all those candidate segments that are in front
of the boundary and do not intersect the reference mesh, see Figure 4(b). Then we add those
candidate segments that intersect a reference edge surrounding a vertex feature, see Figure 4(c).
These two types of selected candidates will be referred as hard contributions. Now we have a set
of segments that contribute to the desired dual and lead to an invalid representation with gaps, see
Figure 4(c). To fill these gaps we add those candidate segments that are in front of the boundary
and intersect the reference mesh, later referred as soft contributions, as in Figure 4(d). Note that
in our implementation we do not look for gaps or dangling edges while constructing the desired
dual. In fact, we follow a set of matching rules that ensures that hard and soft contributions are
properly added, see Section 5.3. Thus, we have a better representation without gaps. However, we
still have a shortcoming. Note that close to the bottom-left corner there are two intersection points,
marked with bullets in Figure 4(d), with three incident segments. This configuration is not a valid
dual representation because the dual of a quadrilateral mesh only has intersection points with four
incident segments. To repair these intersection points we may consider that each group of adjacent
segments added at the third step, the soft contributions, are collapsed into one point, see Figure 4.
As a result we obtain a new dual configuration, see Figure 4(e), which is topologically equivalent
to the desired one, see Figure 1(d). It is important to point out that in our implementation we do
not really collapse adjacent soft contributions, see details in Section 4.4.

Finally the block mesh, Figure 4(f), is obtained as the dual of the final dual configuration,
Figure 4(e). To this end, we start from the desired dual curves represented by hard and soft contri-
butions, see Figure 5(a). These dual curves determine a set of dual regions, see Figure 5(b). Each
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4.1. Desired local dual

A valid hexahedral mesh has to fulfill several topological, geometrical, and qualitative requirements
to be used in a numerical simulation. A detailed exposition of these conditions for hexahedral
meshes can be found in [1, 2]. Our goal is to construct a representation of a hexahedral mesh
dual that leads to a valid decomposition in blocks. Therefore, the dual representation has also to
meet its own set of topological, geometrical, and qualitative conditions. To this end, we propose
to obtain a dual representation that is locally valid, captures the boundary features and fulfills the
boundary constraints. Such a representation is said to be the desired dual.

4.1.1. Valid local dual. The full set of topological rules to be met by the dual are detailed in
[15]. Here we reformulate a part of these rules to state that only four local dual configurations are
possible. That is, a dual is locally valid if for each point there exists a ball that intersects either:

(i) no dual entities, the ball contains a piece of dual region and does not intersect with any
dual surfaces, curves or points, see Figure 6(a); or

(ii) one dual surface, the ball contains a piece of dual surface and does not intersect with any
dual curves or points, see Figure 6(b); or

(iii) one dual curve, the ball contains part of a dual curve that is obtained from the intersection
of two dual surfaces and does not intersect with any dual point, see Figure 6(c); or

(iv) one dual point, the ball contains a dual point that is obtained from the intersection of three
dual surfaces, see Figure 6(d).

4.1.2. Boundary features. A hexahedral meshing procedure has to preserve the geometric features
near the boundary curves and vertices. To this end, we consider that a geometry curve at the
boundary is a feature curve if the user or an automatic procedure considers that at least one stack
of hexahedra is required around it. To automatically detect the features, we consider the angle
� between the normal vectors of the two adjacent surfaces sharing the curve. According to the
notation used for paving [16] and submapping [17] we consider three types of feature curves:

(i) End. One stack of hexahedra is required. The user determines this requirement or it is
automatically detected if � is approximately �/2, see Figure 7(a).

(ii) Corner. Three stacks of hexahedra are required. The user determines this requirement or
it is automatically detected if � is approximately 3�/2, see Figure 7(b).

(iii) Reversal. Four stacks of hexahedra are required. The user determines this requirement or
it is automatically detected if � is approximately 2�, see Figure 7(c).

Figure 6. Locally valid dual configurations: (a) no dual surfaces; (b) one dual surface;
(c) one dual curve; and (d) one dual point.
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Figure 10. Splitting of a tetrahedron: (a) tetrahedron and (b) decomposition into four hexahedra.

Figure 11. Topologically equivalent pieces of the dual in a reference element: (a) curved
representation and (b) planar representation.

where � is a given number such that 0<�< 1
4 . Note that we have to add to each plane equation

the barycentric coordinates condition �+�+�+�=1, where �, �, �, ��0. Moreover, we fix the
value of � for the whole reference mesh to ensure that planes match properly between different
reference elements. Hence, we obtain a topologically equivalent representation of the curved initial
dual with planar surfaces. To obtain the figures in this section we have used �= 1

5 . In order to
highlight local dual contributions from faces we have used �= 1

10 in Section 7. The selection of
these values is due to esthetic criteria and does not have influence on the obtained primal mesh.

4.3.2. Definition and classification of candidates. The assembly of four planar surfaces for each
reference element composes our initial dual configuration. Note that the location of these surfaces
is determined by a fixed number �. The planar surfaces intersect themselves inside each reference
element. Thus, they can be split into 28 planar polygons. Accordingly, the union of planar polygons
composes the initial dual surfaces. A planar polygon inside a reference element is a candidate to
contribute because it can be selected to compose part of the desired final dual configuration. Note
that these 28 planar polygons decompose the reference element into 15 subvolumes.

The candidate polygons inside a reference element t=[v1,v2,v3,v4] are determined by the
intersection points between dual surfaces at reference edges, reference faces, and inside the refer-
ence element. For each edge ei, j =[vi ,v j ], where i< j and i, j =1, . . . ,4, we have two intersection
points denoted by pij and pji. The first index indicates the closest vertex to the intersection point.
For instance, the closest vertex to p43 is the vertex v4. In Figure 12(a) we present the two inter-
section points on edge e14. For each face [vi ,v j ,vk] we have three intersection points denoted by
pijk, pjik, and pkij, where i< j<k and i, j,k=1, . . . ,4. The first index indicates the closest vertex
to the intersection point. Thus, the closest vertex to p314 is v3. In Figure 12(b) we present the three
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By definition, hard contributions have to be respected and soft contributions have to be interpreted
as collapsed into one dual point. According to these definitions, we only generate primal edges
between adjacent dual regions separated by at least one local dual contribution of type hard.
On the contrary, we do not generate a primal edge between adjacent dual regions that are separated
only by local dual contribution of type soft. The last is equivalent to collapsing each soft local dual
contribution in one point. Then we can create the quadrilateral faces and finally the hexahedral
elements that determine the blocks.

5. ADDING LOCAL DUAL CONTRIBUTIONS

This section details how to add local dual contributions on a reference mesh to obtain the desired
dual configuration. To this end, we propose a hierarchical scheme that takes into account a set of
matching rules. These rules ensure that adjacent local dual contributions match properly and define
locally valid dual configurations. Moreover, these rules depend on three functions that classify the
reference entities. These functions enforce that the boundary constraints are fulfilled.

The call graph for the addition of local dual contributions is presented in Table I. Algorithms
on the left call algorithms on their right. This is also the order of presentation for the algorithms
along this section. Hence, we present the process of adding local dual contributions going from
less detail to more detail.

5.1. Hierarchical scheme

We propose a hierarchical scheme to simplify the task of obtaining a valid dual by addition of local
dual contributions. This scheme is detailed in Algorithm 2 and it is performed in three steps. First,
we add local dual contributions from faces. Second, we add local dual contributions from edges
taking into account the face candidates previously added. Third, we add local dual contributions
from vertices taking into account the edge candidates added in the previous step. Figure 16 depicts
these three steps for an L-shaped geometry.

addLocalDualContributionsFromReferenceFaces. Algorithm 3 describes how to add local dual
contributions from faces. Specifically, for each face f inside a reference element t the procedure

Algorithm 2: addLocalDualContributions
Input: reference mesh R
Output: dual represented by local dual contributions C f , Ce, and Cv

C f :=addLocalDualContributionsFromReferenceFaces(R)1

Ce :=addLocalDualContributionsFromReferenceEdges(R,C f )2

Cv :=addLocalDualContributionsFromReferenceVertices(R,Ce)3

Table I. Call graph for adding local dual contributions.

Depth 1 Depth 2 Depth 3 Depth 4

Algorithm 2 → Algorithm 3 → Algorithm 6 → Algorithm 9
→ Algorithm 4 → Algorithm 7 → Algorithm 10
→ Algorithm 5 → Algorithm 8 → Algorithm 11
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Figure 16. Hierarchical scheme for adding local dual contributions from: (a) faces (red triangles); (b)
edges (cyan and orange long quadrilaterals); and (c) vertices (blue and yellow small quadrilaterals). Colors

are available in online version of this paper.

checks if the face candidate c( f ; t) has to be added. This checking is performed by the matching
rule for faces described later in Algorithm 6. Figure 16(a) shows that several face candidates
(triangles) are added as hard local dual contributions (red in online version). These hard local dual
contributions are determining pieces of the desired dual surfaces. Note that there are gaps between
these contributions.

addLocalDualContributionsFromReferenceEdges. Algorithm 4 takes into account face candi-
dates previously added to add local dual contributions from edges. That is, given an edge e and
an adjacent face f the procedure decides if the edge candidate c(e; f ; t) has to be considered as

14
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Algorithm 3: addLocalDualContributionsFromReferenceFaces
Input: reference mesh R
Output: local dual contributions from faces C f
foreach reference element t do1

foreach reference face f in t do2

type :=matchingRuleForFace( f, t)3

if type �=none then add c( f ; t) as type in C f4

Algorithm 4: addLocalDualContributionsFromReferenceEdges
Input: reference mesh R
Input: local dual contributions from faces C f
Output: local dual contributions from edges Ce
foreach reference element t do1

foreach reference edge e in t do2

foreach adjacent reference face f to e in t do3

type :=matchingRuleForEdge(e, f, t,C f )4

if type �=none then add c(e; f ; t) as type in Ce5

Algorithm 5: addLocalDualContributionsFromVertices
Input: reference mesh R
Input: local dual contributions from edges Ce
Output: local dual contributions from vertices Cv

foreach reference element t do1

foreach reference vertex v in t do2

foreach adjacent reference edge e to v in t do3

type :=matchingRuleForVertex(v,e, t,Ce)4

if type �=none then add c(v;e; t) as type in Cv5

part of the final dual. This decision is performed by the matching rule for edges, see Algorithm 7
presented later. For instance, Figure 16(b) shows that several edge candidates (long quadrilaterals)
are added as soft local dual contributions (cyan in online version) to fill the gaps between the
added face candidates. Moreover, several edge candidates are added as hard local dual contributions
(orange in online version). These hard contributions determine locally the dual configuration for
obtaining the dual curves. Again we still have gaps between added local dual contributions.

addLocalDualContributionsFromVertices. Taking into account the previously added local dual
contributions from edges, Algorithm 5 adds the required vertex candidates as local dual contribu-
tions. That is, given a vertex v and an adjacent face e we have to decide if the vertex candidate
c(v;e; t) has to be considered as part of the final dual. To this end we use the matching rule for
vertices detailed in Algorithm 8. Figure 16(c) shows that vertex candidates (small quadrilaterals)
are added as soft local dual contributions (blue in online version) to fill the gaps between the
added face and edge candidates. Furthermore, several vertex candidates are added as hard local
dual contributions (yellow in online version). These hard contributions determine the proper local
dual configuration for representing a dual point. At the end of this step there are no gaps between
local dual contributions.
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5.2. Classification of reference entities

To state the process of adding local dual contributions we have to classify all reference entities,
both boundary and inner reference entities. We classify reference entities according to the local dual
configuration to be captured around them. Specifically, using the functions presented in Section 5.4
a reference entity is classified as:

(i) Free, if dual surfaces, dual curves, and dual points are not required around the reference
entity. This type applies to reference faces, edges, and vertices.

(ii) Layer, if only dual surfaces are required around the reference entity. Note that dual curves
and dual points are not required. This type applies to reference faces, edges, and vertices.
To respect the first boundary constraint presented in Section 4.1.3, all boundary faces have
to be considered of this type.

(iii) Stack, if only dual curves are required around the reference entity. Note that dual points are
not required. This type only applies to reference edges and vertices. All the feature edges
require at least one stack of hexahedra. Therefore, they are also of type stack. This ensures
the second boundary constraint presented in Section 4.1.3.

(iv) Hexahedron, if at least one dual point is required around the reference entity. This type
applies only to reference vertices. All the feature vertices require at least one hexahedron.
Thus, they are also of type hexahedron. This ensures the third boundary constraint presented
in Section 4.1.3.

Note that this classification does not take into account the number of dual entities required
around a reference entity. In Section 5.4 we detail our implementation for the classification of
reference: faces (Algorithm 9), edges (Algorithm 10), and vertices (Algorithm 11).

5.3. Matching rules

To ensure that we obtain the desired dual configuration we consider a set of matching rules. On
the one hand, matching rules ensure that added candidates match properly and represent a dual
without gaps. To this end, local dual contributions of type soft are added. On the other hand,
matching rules enforce the desired dual configuration by adding hard local dual contributions.

As the addition process is performed in a hierarchical manner there are three matching rules.
That is, there are matching rules for adding local dual contributions from reference faces, edges,
and vertices. These rules are based on the classification of the reference entities and the previously
added local dual contributions.

matchingRuleForFace. Given a reference face f and its classification we decide to add local
dual contributions from this face according to the rule described in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: matchingRuleForFace
Input: reference face f , element t
Output: type of local dual contribution to add, type
switch classifyFace( f ) do1

case free2

type:=none3

case layer4

type:=hard5
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Algorithm 7: matchingRuleForEdge
Input: reference edge e, face f , and element t
Input: local dual contributions from faces C f
Output: type of local dual contribution to add, type
switch classifyEdge(e) do1

case free2

type:=none3

case layer4

if c( f ; t) is not in C f then type:=soft else type:=none5

case stack6

if c( f ; t) is not in C f then type:=soft else type:=hard7

matchingRuleForEdge. Given an edge e and an adjacent face f we have to decide if the edge
candidate c(e; f ; t) has to be considered as part of the final dual. Moreover, we have to ensure
that the addition of the candidate c(e; f ; t) matches properly with the previously added local dual
contributions from faces. To this end we consider a matching rule determined by the classification
of edge e and the type of local dual contribution added from face f , see Algorithm 7.

matchingRuleForVertex. Given a vertex v and an adjacent face e we have to decide if the vertex
candidate c(v;e; t) has to be considered as part of the final dual. Moreover, we have to ensure
that the addition of the candidate c(v;e; t) matches properly with the previously added local dual
contributions from faces. Algorithm 8 specifies this matching rule according to the classification
of vertex v and the type of local dual contributions added from adjacent edge e.

5.4. Classification functions for reference entities

According to the proposed hierarchical scheme, the classification functions for reference entities
are also implemented in a hierarchical manner. Specifically, the classification function for vertices
depends on the classification function for edges. Similarly, the classification of edges depends on
the classification function for faces. The latter depends on an initial list L of reference faces. This
list contains the inner reference faces to be considered of type layer. That is, these layer faces
determine the inner cuts of the decomposition process, see details in Section 6.1.

In order to illustrate how list L is filled we consider a 2D analogy. Figure 17(a) presents the
reference mesh of an L-shaped planar geometry. To fill the list L we mark all boundary sides
(faces in 3D) and those inner sides (faces in 3D) that have similar normal vectors to the boundary
sides adjacent to the corner vertex, see Figure 17(b). Then, we add all the candidate segments that
are in front of a marked side (face in 3D) and do not intersect the reference mesh, see Figure 17(c).
Note that the inner sides determine two hard contributions. These two hard contributions delimit
part of an inner cut. Finally, the remaining contributions are added according to the proposed
hierarchical scheme, see Figure 17(d).

classifyFace. The implementation details for classifying reference faces are presented in
Algorithm 9. Note that this function classifies as layer those faces being on a geometry surface.
That is, the reference faces at the boundary determine that at least one layer of hexahedra has to
be generated parallel to boundary surfaces. Therefore, this function enforces the first boundary
constraint. The rest of the dual surfaces are determined by the election of the initial list L.
Moreover, this list determines the classification of reference edges and vertices.
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Algorithm 8: matchingRuleForVertex
Input: reference vertex v, edge e, and element t
Input: local dual contributions from edges Ce
Output: type of local dual contribution to add, type
{ f1, f2}:=adjacentFaces(e)1

c1:=c(e; f1; t)2

c2:=c(e; f2; t)3

switch classifyVertex(v) do4

case free5

type:=none6

case layer7

if c1 is not in Ce and c2 is not in Ce then8

type:=soft9

else10

type:=none11

case stack12

if c1 is not in Ce and c2 is not in Ce then13

type:=soft14

else if neither c1 is hard nor c2 is hard then15

type:=soft16

else17

type:=none18

case hexahedron19

if c1 is not in Ce and c2 is not in Ce then20

type:=soft21

else if neither c1 is hard nor c2 is hard then22

type:=soft23

else24

type:=hard25

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 17. Initial list of reference sides: (a) reference mesh; (b) marked sides; (c) hard dual contributions
associated to marked sides; and (d) hard and soft contributions.

classifyEdge. Algorithm 10 presents the implementation for classifying reference edges. This
function classifies as stack those edges that are on a feature curve. These stack edges determine
that at least one stack of hexahedra has to be generated parallel to the boundary curves. Hence, this
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Algorithm 9: classifyFace
Input: reference face f
Input: a list of inner reference faces to be considered as layer faces L
Output: classification of f , classification
if f is on a geometry surface or in L then1

classification:=layer2

else3

classification:=free4

Algorithm 10: classifyEdge
Input: reference edge e
Output: classification of e, classification
if e is on a feature curve then1

classification:=stack2

else3

nOfAdjacentLayerFaces:=number of adjacent faces of type layer4

switch do5

case nOfAdjacentLayerFaces=06

classification:=free7

case 0<nOfAdjacentLayerFaces<38

classification:=layer9

case 3�nOfAdjacentLayerFaces10

classification:=stack11

function ensures the second boundary constraint. The rest of the classification is done according
to the number of adjacent faces of type layer, see line 4. Note that to obtain this number we call
the classification function for faces.

classifyVertex. The implementation of the classification function for vertices is detailed in
Algorithm 11. This implementation classifies reference vertices coincident with geometry vertices
as being of hexahedron type. That is, these vertices are determining that at least one hexahedron has
to be generated close to the boundary vertices. Therefore, this function ensures the third boundary
constraint. The rest of the classification is done according to the number of adjacent edges of type
layer and stack, see lines 4 and 5, respectively. Note that to obtain these numbers we have to call
the classification function for edges.

6. APPLICATION TO BLOCK DECOMPOSITION

The addition of local dual contributions is performed according to the classification functions for
faces, edges, and vertices. These functions depend on an initial list L of inner reference faces.
This list determines the inner reference faces that are considered to be of layer type. Hence,
to automatically generate block meshes with the proposed algorithm, see Section 3, we have to
automatically select the layer faces. To illustrate this, Algorithm 12 details a simple procedure to
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Algorithm 11: classifyVertex
Input: reference vertex v

Output: classification of v, classification
if v is on a feature vertex then1

classification:=hexahedron2

else3

nOfAdjacentLayerEdges:=number of adjacent edges of type layer4

nOfAdjacentStackEdges:=number of adjacent edges of type stack5

switch do6

case nOfAdjacentStackEdges=07

if nOfAdjacentLayerEdges=0 then8

classification:=free9

else10

classification:=layer11

case 0<nOfAdjacentStackEdges<312

classification:=stack13

case 3�nOfAdjacentStackEdges14

classification:=hexahedron15

Figure 18. Marking faces around a reversal curve: (a) boundary surfaces of the reversal curve; (b) inner
faces adjacent to reversal curve; (c) marked faces; and (d) associated local dual configuration.

mark reference faces as layers based on geometrical criteria. We detail an algorithm that does not
deal with reversal curves because the logic is simpler. However, Algorithm 12 can be extended
to decompose blocky geometries with reversal curves, see Figure 18(a). To this end, we would
have to consider a procedure that marks three adjacent inner faces, Figure 18(b), for each reversal
reference edge, see Figure 18(c). Each one of these inner faces corresponds to two parallel pieces
of the final dual, see Figure 18(d).

It is important to point out that Algorithm 12 is robust from the topological point of view. That
is, the obtained list L will always lead to a topologically valid dual. However, the quality of the
corresponding block mesh could be improved by changing the geometrical predicate of line 15 of
Algorithm 12.
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Algorithm 12: markLayers
Input: reference mesh R
Output: faces marked as layers L
L :=∅1

Ec :=∅2

En :=∅3

foreach feature edge e in R do4

if e is on a corner or touches a vertex with valence >3 then5

add to Ec[e] the two boundary faces adjacent to e6

oldNOfLayers :=07

newNOfLayers :=18

while oldNOfLayers<newNOfLayers do9

oldNOfLayers := size of L10

foreach edge e indexed in Ec do11

foreach face f in list Ec[e] do12

candidates :=list of inner faces adjacent to e and different to f13

n :=direction of normal vector to f14

layer :=select in candidates a face with a normal direction similar to n15

add to L face layer16

foreach edge e f �=e in face layer do17

if e f is inner edge then add layer to En[e f ]18

newNOfLayers := size of L19

Ec :=En20

clear En21

6.1. Marking faces to determine required layers

The process described in Algorithm 12 is performed in three stages:
Creating lists and maps. From lines 1 to 3, the procedure creates an empty list of faces

L and two empty maps Ec and En . The list L is used during the execution to mark the faces as
layers. Both structures, Ec and En , are used to map an indexed edge to a list of adjacent faces.
Specifically, Ec and En store the current and the new fronts, respectively.

Creating initial fronts. From lines 4 to 6, the algorithm indexes the boundary edges that are on
a corner or touch a vertex with valence greater than three. For each indexed edge e its adjacent
boundary faces are stored in list Ec[e]. Thus, the initial front is determined by indexed boundary
edges and their adjacent boundary faces stored in Ec.

Advancing fronts. From lines 9 to 21, new faces are marked as layers in an advancing front
manner. The fronts are advanced using the inner faces adjacent to the indexed edges in Ec. Those
inner faces that have similar normal directions to the faces stored in indexed lists of Ec are marked
as layers. That is, for each front face we select the adjacent inner face that minimizes the cosine
of the inner angle between the normal vectors of both faces. These new layer faces and its inner
edges not in Ec determine a new front stored in En . The fronts are advanced whereas new faces
are marked as layers. That is, the procedure stops when all fronts again reach the boundaries.

To illustrate this advancing front procedure, in Figure 19 we present the three first steps around
a corner curve. In Figure 19(a), each one of the initial front edges, dashed lines, has a list of two
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can be obtained by meshing each block separately while keeping the compatibility of the mesh
between them.

For the first three examples, we present four figures showing the geometry to decompose, the
representation of the dual surfaces with local dual contributions, the dual regions delimited by
the dual surfaces and the obtained block mesh. For the last four examples, which contain a large
number of local dual contributions, we only include the dual regions and the associated block
mesh. In all the examples, the local dual contributions are colored according to their type (colors
are available in the online version): hard face local dual contributions (triangles) are colored in
red; edge candidates (long quadrilaterals) are colored in orange and cyan to indicate hard and soft
local dual contributions, respectively; and vertex candidates (small quadrilaterals) are colored in
yellow and blue to indicate hard and soft local dual contributions, respectively. The dual regions
are also depicted in different shades: each shaded region is associated with a different primal node
of the block mesh. Furthermore, for each example we include a table with the number of mesh
nodes and elements that compose the reference mesh, the dual surfaces represented with local dual
contributions, the dual regions, and the final block mesh. Note that the number of polygons that
define the dual surfaces is at most 28 times the number of reference elements. On the contrary, the
number of polyhedra that determine the dual regions is always 15 times the number of reference
elements.

Brick-shaped domain. This geometry is a convex domain that is tapered in two orthogonal
directions, see Figure 20(a). All the dual surfaces follow the boundary of the domain and the possible
gaps between local dual contributions are filled with soft local dual contributions, see Figure 20(b).
Hard local dual contributions from edges and vertices determine the desired mesh close to feature
curves and vertices. The resulting local dual contributions are a discrete representation of the
dual surfaces and divide the domain into several dual regions represented in different shades in
Figure 20(c). Each one of the dual regions corresponds to a primal node of the final block mesh,
see Figure 20(d). In this example, all the vertices are 3-valent. Hence, it can be meshed with
submapping or midpoint subdivision. Specifically, the obtained decomposition is equivalent to a
coarse mesh obtained with these methods. Table II shows the number of nodes and elements that
compose the meshes used to obtain the final block mesh.

L-shaped domain. This geometry is non-convex and presents a curved surface determined by
a rounding, see Figure 21(a). Our meshing tool automatically adds local dual contributions that
follow the surface boundaries and that cut the domain along the corner curve, see Figure 21(b).
These local dual contributions divide the domain into several dual regions represented in different
shades in Figure 21(c). Each one of the dual regions corresponds to a primal node of the final
block mesh, see Figure 21(d). Note that to generate a hexahedral mesh for this domain we can use
sweeping but not submapping. Table III shows the number of nodes and elements that compose
the meshes used to obtain the final block mesh.

Domain with non-sweepable protrusions. This non-convex domain presents two transversal and
non-sweepable protrusions. The block meshing tool can decompose the domain with the desired
unstructured blocks, see Figure 22(a). Note that neither submapping nor sweeping techniques can
generate this decomposition. The mesher adds local dual contributions to the reference mesh, see
Figure 22(b), to determine a valid arrangement of dual surfaces. This arrangement delimits several
dual regions, see Figure 22(c), which determine the final block mesh, see Figure 22(d). Table IV
shows the number of entities used in the meshing process.

Half of a gear. This non-convex domain presents a large number of corner curves and protru-
sions around the revolution axis. The shape and the dual regions are depicted in Figure 23(a).
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Figure 20. Block-meshing process for the brick-shaped domain: (a) domain; (b) local dual contributions;
(c) dual regions; and (d) unstructured block mesh.

Table II. Mesh entities used for the brick-shaped domain.

Nodes Elements Type

Reference mesh 16 21 Tetrahedra
Dual surfaces 336 406 Polygons
Dual regions 368 315 Polyhedra
Block mesh 27 8 Blocks

The different dual regions split the domain around non-convex curves. The resulting block mesh,
see Figure 23(b), is similar to a coarse mesh obtained with the sweeping and submapping tech-
niques. Owing to the number of corner curves we obtain a great amount of local dual contributions,
see Table V.

Thin domain with holes. This non-convex domain is curved and has two square-shaped holes. The
dual regions, see Figure 24(a), determine two stretched layers of hexahedra through its thickness,
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Figure 21. Block-meshing for the L-shaped domain: (a) domain; (b) local dual contributions; (c) dual
regions; and (d) unstructured block mesh.

Table III. Mesh entities used for the L-shaped domain.

Nodes Elements Type

Reference mesh 52 88 Tetrahedra
Dual surfaces 1198 1374 Polygons
Dual regions 1460 1320 Polyhedra
Block mesh 50 22 Blocks

see Figure 24(b). As it is a curved domain a large number of boundary faces are needed to represent
the shape. Hence, a large number of local dual contributions are needed, see Table VI.

Closed loop. This example presents a non-convex domain that can be meshed with neither
submapping nor sweeping. Moreover, this example requires a fully unstructured hexahedral gener-
ator. Figure 25(a) shows the obtained dual regions that lead to the final unstructured block mesh,
see Figure 25(b). The number of mesh entities used by the algorithm is presented in Table VII.

4-valent protrusion domain. A parallelepiped base with a pyramidal protrusion composes the
last example. Herein the difficulty to mesh with hexahedral elements is that the top vertex is
4-valent, see Figure 26(a). Our block mesher splits the space around this feature vertex by following
the reference mesh in an advancing front manner, see Figure 26(b). The resulting division allows
inserting the 3-valent hexahedral elements. Note that the cuts are propagated along the whole of
the domain. The number of entities used along the meshing process is summarized in Table VIII.
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Figure 22. Block-meshing for the domain with non-sweepable protrusions: (a) domain; (b) local dual
contributions; (c) dual regions; and (d) unstructured block mesh.

Table IV. Mesh entities used for the domain with non-sweepable protrusions.

Nodes Elements Type

Reference mesh 57 114 Tetrahedra
Dual surfaces 1750 1374 Polygons
Dual regions 1807 1710 Polyhedra
Block mesh 260 132 Blocks

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have proposed and detailed a new tool, the local dual contributions, for directly
representing the topology and the geometry of a block mesh dual. Specifically, the main contribution
of this work is to detail how to add local dual contributions on a reference mesh to represent the
desired dual configurations. To this end, we present a hierarchical scheme and a set of matching
rules to ensure that we obtain a valid dual configuration. That is, the local dual contributions define
a dual of the block mesh with intersections of the proper multiplicity, without gaps and which
reproduce the boundary features of the domain.

Practical results suggest that the proposed types of local dual contributions, hard and soft, can
capture the dual of the desired block mesh for a wide range of geometries. In particular, soft local
dual contributions allow obtaining the same local dual configuration for different reference meshes
of the domain.

The computational cost of adding local dual contributions is the time of creating a tetrahedral
reference mesh plus the time of checking all possible candidates to contribute to the dual. Note
that tetrahedral mesh generators are efficient and the number of candidates is 28 times the number
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Figure 23. Block-meshing for the half of a gear domain: (a) dual regions and (b) unstructured block mesh.

of reference elements. Hence, the local dual contributions tool has an asymptotic behavior equiv-
alent to the used tetrahedral mesh generator. Therefore, no effort has been made to optimize the
performance of our implementation. Nevertheless, the performance of the current implementation
can be improved through code optimization.

This tool allows us to state a novel approach to generate block decompositions of a given
domain when there is no prescribed boundary mesh. The proposed algorithm is developed in three
steps: (i) the generation of a coarse reference mesh composed by tetrahedral elements; (ii) the
insertion of dual surfaces by addition of local dual contributions; and (iii) the dual regions are
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Table V. Mesh entities used for the half of a gear example.

Nodes Elements Type

Reference mesh 513 1229 Tetrahedra
Dual surfaces 16697 20966 Polygons
Dual regions 18840 18435 Polyhedra
Block mesh 633 336 Blocks

Figure 24. Block-meshing for the thin domain with holes: (a) dual regions
and (b) unstructured block mesh.

Table VI. Mesh entities used for the thin domain with holes.

Nodes Elements Type

Reference mesh 391 1052 Tetrahedra
Dual surfaces 13445 15657 Polygons
Dual regions 15764 15780 Polyhedra
Block mesh 201 96 Blocks

dualized to obtained the final block mesh. We have implemented a block mesh generator to show
a first application of this scheme. To this end, we have presented an automatic procedure to mark
inner reference faces as layers. Several examples show that the current implementation generates
the expected decomposition for several convex and non-convex blocky geometries. Moreover, we
obtain the desired unstructured decomposition in blocks even in those examples where submapping
and sweeping techniques fail. These examples present different geometrical characteristics, such
as planar surfaces, curved surfaces, thin configurations, holes, and vertices with valence greater
than three. Specifically, the tool deals with 4-valent vertices due to the use of a reference mesh
composed by tetrahedra. The tetrahedral elements provide a natural splitting of the high-valence
vertices in 3-valent nodes.

Obtaining a general-purpose block mesh generator is our long-term goal. To this end, we have
proposed the new concept of local dual contributions. In this sense, this work presents several
issues that should be investigated and solved in the near future. First, the quality of the final block
decomposition depends on the reference mesh. To mitigate this dependence, we claim that the
reference mesh has to be modified while the fronts of marked faces advance through the geometry.
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Figure 25. A rounded and closed loop geometry: (a) dual regions and (b) unstructured block mesh.

Figure 26. Geometry with a 4-valent protrusion (pyramid): (a) dual regions
and (b) unstructured block mesh.

Table VII. Mesh entities used for the rounded loop example.

Nodes Elements Type

Reference mesh 303 579 Tetrahedra
Dual surfaces 7527 8626 Polygons
Dual regions 9372 8685 Polyhedra
Block mesh 240 112 Blocks

Table VIII. Mesh entities used for the 4-valent protrusion example.

Nodes Elements Type

Reference mesh 33 56 Tetrahedra
Dual surfaces 891 1312 Polygons
Dual regions 924 840 Polyhedra
Block mesh 177 92 Blocks

Second, we have to reduce the propagation through the mesh of the cuts that start at 4-valent
vertices. Third, we have to extend the proposed method to deal with high-valence vertices (5 or
6-valent vertices). Fourth, additional logic might be incorporated to apply the proposed approach
to more complicated geometries such as assembly models (contiguous domains with shared curves
and surfaces) and non-blocky geometries (smooth domains without sharp features, such as spheres
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or cylinders). Fifth, we have to analyze if a fine reference mesh, adapted to a prescribed element
size, can be used to generate hexahedral meshes by means of adding local dual contributions.
Finally, we realize that the current approach adds local dual contributions on the potential set of all
the polygon candidates of an initial dual arrangement. However, we are analyzing the alternative
approach of first adding all the polygon candidates as hard. This is equivalent to obtaining a tet-to-
hex mesh. Then, this initial dual can be modified iteratively to obtain a better dual configuration
according to a heuristic that controls the quality of the dual. To this end, several local dual
contributions can be removed or converted to soft local dual contributions at each iteration.

APPENDIX A

A.1. Intersection points for planar dual surfaces

Here we list the barycentric coordinates of the intersection points for the planar dual surfaces in
a reference element. Let � be a fixed number such that 0<�< 1

4 . This number determines the
position of the planar dual surfaces inside a reference element. The 12 intersection points at the
reference edges are:

p12 = (	e,�,0,0), p21=(�,	e,0,0), p13=(	e,0,�,0), p31=(�,0,	e,0),

p14 = (	e,0,0,�), p41=(�,0,0,	e), p23=(0,	e,�,0), p32=(0,�,	e,0),

p24 = (0,	e,0,�), p42=(0,�,0,	e), p34=(0,0,	e,�), p43=(0,0,�,	e),

where 	e :=1−�. Note that the first index i of an intersection point pij determines the position of
	e in the barycentric coordinates. The twelve intersection points at the reference faces are:

p234 = (0,	 f ,�,�), p324=(0,�,	 f ,�), p423=(0,�,�,	 f ),

p413 = (�,0,�,	 f ), p314=(�,0,	 f ,�), p134=(	 f ,0,�,�),

p142 = (	 f ,�,0,�), p214=(�,	 f ,0,�), p412=(�,�,0,	 f ),

p312 = (�,�,	 f ,0), p213=(�,	 f ,�,0), p123=(	 f ,�,�,0),

where 	 f :=1−2�. Note that the first index i of an intersection point pijk determines the position
	 f in the barycentric coordinates. The four inner intersection points are:

p1234=(	t ,�,�,�), p2134=(�,	t ,�,�), p3124=(�,�,	t ,�), p4123=(�,�,�,	t ),

where 	t :=1−3�. Note that the first index i of an intersection point pi jkl determines the position
	t in the barycentric coordinates.

A.2. All candidate polygons

In this section we list the 28 possible candidates inside a reference element the: face candidates, edge
candidates, and vertex candidates. All the candidates are expressed according to the intersection
points of the planar dual surfaces, see Section A.1. The four possible face candidates are expressed
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in terms of the inner intersection points:

c( f234; t) = [p2134, p3124, p4123], c( f134; t)=[p4123, p3124, p1234],
c( f124; t) = [p1234, p2134, p4123], c( f123; t)=[p3124, p2134, p1234].

The 12 edge candidates are expressed in terms of inner and face intersection points:

c(e12; f123; t) = [p213, p123, p1234, p2134], c(e12; f124; t)=[p124, p214, p2134, p1234],
c(e13; f134; t) = [p314, p134, p1234, p3124], c(e13; f123; t)=[p123, p312, p3124, p1234],
c(e14; f134; t) = [p134, p413, p4123, p1234], c(e14; f124; t)=[p412, p124, p1234, p4123],
c(e23; f234; t) = [p234, p324, p3124, p2134], c(e23; f123; t)=[p312, p213, p2134, p3124],
c(e24; f234; t) = [p423, p234, p2134, p4123], c(e24; f124; t)=[p214, p412, p4123, p2134],
c(e34; f234; t) = [p324, p423, p4123, p3124], c(e34; f134; t)=[p413, p314, p3124, p4123].

The 12 vertex candidates are expressed in terms of inner, face, and edge intersection points:

c(v1;e12; t) = [p12, p123, p1234, p124], c(v1;e13; t)=[p13, p123, p1234, p134],
c(v1;e14; t) = [p14, p124, p1234, p134], c(v2;e12; t)=[p21, p213, p2134, p214],
c(v2;e23; t) = [p23, p213, p2134, p234], c(v2;e24; t)=[p24, p214, p2134, p234],
c(v3;e13; t) = [p31, p312, p3124, p314], c(v3;e23; t)=[p32, p312, p3124, p324],
c(v3;e34; t) = [p34, p314, p3124, p324], c(v4;e14; t)=[p41, p412, p4123, p413],
c(v4;e24; t) = [p42, p412, p4123, p423], c(v4;e34; t)=[p43, p413, p4123, p423].
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